[Neural Basis for Producing Temporal Order].
It has been proposed that a position in time can be discriminated in two ways. First, each position is either past, present, or future (A series). Second, each position is either before or after another (B series). In this review, we aim to infer how the two series are represented in the brain on the basis of findings from clinical, neurophysiological, and neuroimaging studies. We suggest that the precuneus and posterior cingulate cortex are critically involved in the A series. In the B series, we suggest that a group of events are represented in space around the intraparietal cortex and are combined with the temporal directional cue provided by the motion signals in the left temporo-parietal junction. We also review a report that states that the B series is affected by alpha rhythm, the source of which is located in the precuneus. Taken together, we suggest that the precuneus and the regions adjacent to it play key roles in representing the A and B series.